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ABSTRACT. The quark model has a long history. The notion of quarks was introduced on the basis of

unitary symmetry (3)SU  for hadrons. This tradition lasts in the modern books on particle physics. Wee

want to mention that quark’s fractional charge follows only from the compound nature of hadrons without
any references to some symmetry. The constituent quarks must be fermions, and because charge is
additive physical quantity, the sum of quarks’ charge must be equal to the total charge of hadron.
Normalization is chosen on charges of proton and neutron. The obtained linear system of equations is
simply solvable and the solutions give the true values for quarks’ charge. Therefore, this approach
seems to be much more simple and do not require consideration of some methods of group theory. We
consider this approach more simple and reasonable for student understanding. © 2017 Bull. Georg.
Natl. Acad. Sci.
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“Sunt igutur solida primordia simplicitate”
/ Lucretius Corus, “De Rerun Natura”I.548/

 The standard model [1] is the most successful theory of particle physics. Its all ingredients are already

observed on experiments. In spite of this, there remain some questions on which the standard model has no

direct answers. One of them is the question of quarks’ charge. More precisely, standard model does not
answer the question – why do quarks have fractional charges.

As is well known, quarks were introduced by Gell-Mann and Zweig [2,3] in the framework of flavor (3)SU

symmetry. Now quark masses are so different that speaking about some flavor symmetry for them is, prob-

ably, exaggerated. Nevertheless for lightest quarks some broken symmetries, such as isotopic (2)SU  or

unitary (3)SU , are still accessible. The phenomenological achievements of these symmetries are well known.

Among them the prediction of quarks by Gell-Mann and Zweig was the most important in the framework of

(3)SU as a fundamental representation of this group, namely triplet.

There are 8 generators in this group, only two of them commute with each other, i.e. the rank of this group

is 2 and its tensorial irreducible representations are characterized by two quantum numbers, which are the
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third component of isospin 3T  and the hypercharge Y. Their values in the irreducible representation  ,D p q

are following:
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where p and q are the numbers of upper and lower indices of irreducible  tensorial representation, and

 1, 1, 2,3ip q i   - numbers of one, two or three among them.

The eightfold way of Gell-Mann and Ne’eman [4]  corresponds to representations in which  p q  is

exactly divisible by 3 or the symmetry group is effectively 3(3) /SU Z . In this approach the course is standing

to well-known empirical relation of Gell-Mann and Nishijima [5,6] for hadron  charges

3 2
YQ T  . (2)

The hypercharge quantum number Y is fixed inside the baryonic octet by the requirement   1Y proton   .

After that for proton and for all other particles the true values of charge Q follow. But, the charge operator
itself is not the generator of the considered group. Therefore, relation (2) still remains empirical. Only in the

frame of grand unified groups, such as minimal (5)SU , all operators of equation (2) are generators.

But today we know that this symmetry is not a component part of the standard model. Therefore, when
quarks are considered, the strategy is that all their properties derived previously outside the standard model,
are implied automatically.

As regards the standard model, here the situation is the following: The model has two branches –
quantum chromodynamics (QCD - the theory of quarks and gluons) and electroweak (Glashow-Salam-Weinberg
theory). In both theories for leptons and quarks the “needed” prescriptions of electric charges are used
usually to be valid.  But if leptons’ electric charges are established experimentally, the same is not true for
quarks. While the experimental verification of so called “Gottfried sum rule” [7] inclined to  favor 1/3e for
average quark charge inside the nucleon, in our opinion, it is not enough - for the theory more strong
arguments are desired. There is no theoretical background for this, except the magic word –“consist”.

Below we’ll see that there is a very apparent and simple way to obviate a difficulty if we remember that in
QCD quarks are “confined” inside hadrons, and bosons consist of quark–antiquark pairs, whereas baryons
– of three quarks. As regards of the Pauli principle it is settled by the additional quantum number – color [8-
10].  Nowadays the experimental data show that according to electroweak sector quarks are encountered in

three generations of (2) (1)L YSU U  gauge group. Below we take attention first of all to the first generation,

so-called “ordinary quarks”, which traditionally are denoted by u and  d symbols.
Consider a nucleon – proton and neutron, which have electric charges +1 and 0, respectively. Let us

suppose that until we don’t know their internal structure, i.e. we do not know in advance how many u and  d
quarks are inside the nucleon out of 3 valence quarks. Let the respective numbers in proton and neutron be
 and .  Clearly , 3   . Using the additivity of charge let us construct the relations for proton and neutron
charges (in units of elementary charge E)
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 1 23 1Q Q    ,       for protons (3)

 1 23 0Q Q    ,          for neutrons, (4)

where quark charges are denoted by 1,2Q .We have also used that the sum of coefficients (constituents) are

3.  This information should be enough for determining both  and .  The solutions of the Eqs. (1),(2) are
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(5)

where   is the  discriminant of this simultaneous  system of these equations,

     3 3 3            (6)

Now remember that  and  are to be integer numbers. Clearly they are not equal to each others,   ,
as is evident from (3) and (4), their values can be only 1  or 2. The solutions for these numbers would be

1. If 1  , then 2  , i.e. in this case 3    and 1 2
1 2, Q
3 3

Q    (7)

2. If 2  , then 1  ,  i.e. in this case  3   and  1 2
2 1,
3 3

Q Q   (8)

We see that the charges of ordinary quarks are reproduced. The choice among above two solutions is
arbitrary (the principal result is a fractional character). It reduces to the nomination, which is a proton and
which - a neutron, the consequence of old isotopic symmetry, known in nuclear physics. The accepted
prescription corresponds to the second solution, i.e. to the identification

   2 / 3, 1/ 3Q u Q d   . (9)

For their antiparticles, evidently, the opposite sign must be taken. As regards the other quarks, their
charges may be determined in the same way – simply we can take attention on the quark content of known
particles and use the above derived solutions. The simplest way will be to choose a baryon, which consists
of 2 ordinary quarks and 1 new one, or mesons with known quark or antiquark, and  new ones. For example,
take  0 uds  , we should have for its charge

( ) ( ) ( ) 0Q u Q d Q s   . (10)

Then, it follows
  1/ 3Q s   (11)

For the other flavored quarks we can take, for example, mesons  D cd    and  B ub   . Using ob-

tained values, we determine

   2 / 3, 1/ 3Q c Q b   . (12)

The only exception from this simple rule could be the top quark, which is not inside  some hadrons.
For it one can use  the symmetry between generations, or some observed decay mode, for example,

t b W   .  This would give   2 / 3Q t  .

In conclusion, we are convinced that the fractional character  of quark’s charge may be established very

easily without any reference to the flavor group (3)SU , though it must be understood  that this symmetry

had played  a decisive historical role for the  introduction of the conception of quarks.
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fizika

ratom  aqvT kvarkebs wiladi muxti?

a. xelaSvili

akademiis wevri, ivane javaxiSvilis sax. Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti, maRali energiebis
fizikis instituti; saqarTvelos sapatriarqos wmida andria pirvelwodebulis sax. qarTuli
universiteti, Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

kvarkebis models aqvs xangrZlivi istoria. kvarkebis cneba Semotanili iyo
hadronebisTvis   unitaruli simetriis safuZvelze. es tradicia grZeldeba dResac
nawilakTa fizikis Tanamedrove wignebSi. Cven gvinda SevniSnoT, rom kvarkebis muxtis
wiladovneba gamomdinareobs mxolod hadronebis Sedgenili bunebidan  yovelgvari
simetriis moxseniebis gareSe. Semadgeneli kvarkebi unda iyvnen fermionebi, da radgan
muxti aditiuri  fizikuri sididea, kvarkebis muxtebis jami toli unda iyos hadronis
muxtisa. muxtis normirebas vaxdenT protonisa da neitronis muxtebze. miRebuli wrfiv
gantolebaTa sistema martivad amoxsnadia da misi amoxsnebi iZleva kvarkebis muxtis
swor mniSvnelobebs. amitom, es midgoma gamoiyureba gacilebiT martivad da ar moiTxovs
jgufTa Teoriis raime  meTodebis gamoyenebas. migvaCnia, rom es midgoma  ufro misaRebia
studentebisaTvis misi simartivis gamo. cxadia, rom Semdgomi dinamikis sakiTxebi
ganxiluli unda iyos kvanturi qromodinamikis CarCoebSi. magram es ukanaskneli ar aris
kvarkebis saxeobebis simetria, aramed aris feris simetria TiToeuli saxeobis kvarkisaTvis,
rodesac kvarkebs Soris urTierTqmedebas ganapirobeben feradi gluonebi, romelTa
raodenoba aris rva. rogorc cnobilia, Teoriulad  dadgenilia kvarkebs Soris
potencialis yofaqceva. aseTi potenciali, romelic motivirebulia  gluonis propagatoris
infrawiTeli yofaqceviT, warmoadgens wrfivad zrdadi da kulonuri tipis potencialTa
kombinacias da uzrunvelyofs mizidvas feriT neitralur mdgomareobebSi.
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